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A B S T M C T  

A new concept of beach morphodynamics is developed, based on the alongshore variations of the 
arribing wave energy. A data set of beach face profiles from Las Canteras Beach (Canary Islands, 
Spain) is used in this work to show the existing relationship between the profiles average shape, the 
active sweep zone, the volume changes and the foreshore slope variability. Three homogeneous sectors 
are identified along the beach according with the governing processes and associated morphologies. 
Both seasonal and long tenn changes are described and analized for each sector. 

KEYWORDS 

Beach morphology depends on  two general aspects rnutually dependent. Wave energy and boundary 
conditions. The f o m e r  refers to the type of waves present on the offshore zone, and specially accounts 
for the changes o n  heigth, period and direction of waves as they move towards the h o r e .  The !atter 
relates to any morphological o r  dynamical features that may affect waves on their approach to shoreline 
(submarine topography, presence of  lateral and offshore structures, headlands, river outflows and 
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tides), as well as to any source or  sink of sedimeiits, like cliff recession, dune erosion and longshore 
drift. 

The study of beach niorphodynamics has been classically based on the wave climate variability, which 
determine temporal fluctualions of the incident wave energy. For that reason, several models have been 
proposed to describe the morpl~odynamical evolution at a certain beach. Such ~iiodels coiisist ori a 
certain sequence of beach stages, where the change from one stage to anothei depends o n  a certriin 
parameter closely related to wave energy. 

Probably the first 3-D sequential model of beach change was proposed by Sonu (1973), wliich was 
subsequcnlly expanded by Sliort (1978, 1979), Wright and Short (1983, 1984) and Sunarnura (1985). 
All tliese models are useful in case of open and pocket beaches under different energy situations, but 
they do not account for the effect of the boundary conditions on bcach niorphodynamics, Only Short 
(1979) has refered lo the alongshore variations of the arribing wave energy, while recently Masselink 
and Short (1993) have proposed a conceptual beach model which takes into account the combined effect 
of-wave height and tidal rangc on  beach morphodynamics, and Shih and Komar (1994) have considered 
the effect of cliff erosion on longshore variations of grain size and beach n~orphology. 

There are certain beaches throughout the world where the particular boundary conditions determine 
a very strong longshorc variability on the arriving wave energy, and in consecuence, the simultaneous 
presencc of reflective and dissipative conditions along different sectors of the beach. Mariy authors 
(e.g.,  3asc~:i, ,  1951; Oertel c: d., 1989; ?*lafiinez et al., 19%; Nafaa arid Oniran, 1993; Alüriso aiid 
Vilas, 1994) Iiave pointed out that such alongshore variations on a certain asea provokes spatial 
changes on the foreshore slope, grain size, and volume of transported sediments along the beach, as 
well as differem cliaracteristics on  morphological features like bars, ridge-runnel systems, scarps and 
cusps. 

OBJECTIVES 

Present research focusses on that alongshore variations and proposes a morphodynamical model based 
on the spatial changes of the arribing wave energy. Temporal wave climate changes become included 
in the model since the data set covers beach profiles surveyed during a five years period, and both 
seasonal changes and stormy situations llave been measured. 

The main purpose of this study is to group profiles which behave in a similar way according with their 
response to the arriving wave energy. Since it has been impossible to deploy any instrument to measure 
wave height in the surf zone, present snidy has focussed on certain beach face characteristics which 
can be considered criteria of the existing sediment transpon. These characteristics are  mainly 
dynamical features such as the average profile considered as equilibrium profile, the respective 
envelopes for each profile, the spatial and temporal volumetric variations, and the foreshore slope 
changes. All them have been related in previous works with the amount of sediment available, the 
wave conditions and the dorninant beach type (e.g. Short, 1979). 
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STUDY SITE 

T ~ E  s r d y  siie is Las Canteras Eeach, a neariy 3 Km iong sandy Deach iocated at the north coast of  
Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain). Thc beach is clelimited by a rocky headland on the north end, 
and by an small breakwater at the south end. The boundary conditions are particularly iiiteresting due 
to tlie prcsence of a natural offshore sandstone bar. The top of tliis bar is very close to the MSL, which 
determines the bieaking of waves at that point. This bar is partially fragmented and extends parallel 
to tlie shoreline 200 rn off (i'ig. 1). Three different environn-ients may be distinguished along the beach 
(Alonso and Vilas, 1994): 

- The north sector of the beach, which is very wcll sheltered from the prevailing northern 
waves by the shoreline configuration, aiid the bar mentioncd above. Edge waves are the 
dominant waves except o n  case of stormy northwestern swell, which passes over the bar. 

- The central scctor is partially protected by the two main fragments of the offshore bar, but 
the*opening berween thern is large and dcep enough for waves to come in without breaking, but 
dissipating part of their enery flux by diffraction and refraction. In this area dominant waves 
are mixed between incident and edge waves. On profiles 6 and 7 there is a rocky substrate on 
the lower part of the foreshore, which is only covered by sediments during accretionary 
conditions. This substrate appears also on profiles 5, 8 and 9 during erosive situations. 

- The south end of the beach is completely exposed to incident waves that break - 100 m from 
the shoreline due to the gentle slope of the surflswash zone. 

The tida! range exceeds 2 , 5  E ut spring tides, and it is around 1 :n at neap tides. V a v e  climate is 
characterized by an average significant wave height 1.42 f 0.6 m, with an spectral peak period of 
10.21 f 2.62 s (Alonso, 1993). With regard to beach material, sedirnent mean size (D,,) sanges from 
0.54 to 2.56 4 (from coarse to fine sands according to the scale proposed by Knimbein, 1934), but 
niost grains are medium and fine sands (1.6 < D,, < 2 .3  4). The sorting (u,) of the sediment samples 
range from very well sorted to poorly sorted (0.3 < q < 1.14) following the classification proposed 
by Folk and Ward (1957). 

FIELD DATA 

The data set consists on 14 profile lines surveyed down to about MLW (see figure 1 for  profiles 
position). The profiles data set consists on  5 9  surveys conducted approxirnately at monthly intervals 
from Jiine 1987 until June 1992. In addition to that regular surveys, 8 extra ones were carried out on  
certain seasons andlor just after selected storms, in order to record tlze foreshore changes happened 
on shorter periods of time. Profile 1 was nor surveyed during first 20 surveys. 

The enlapsed time between consecutive surveys is very important, since the beach motphology is a 
funciion o i  a ceriain arnount of erosionai anciíor ciepositionai conciirions. Uara Daseci on iarger eniapseci 
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/ 
Figure 1.- Location map of the field cite, Las Canteras Beach, showing position of the profile lines 
and the waverider bouy (from Alonso and Vilas, 1994). 
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In that way, the concave downwards shape of profiles 1-5 is typical of dissipative beaches (Short, 
1980; Jügo aild Eardisty, !?84), and i: is n rcsü!: of :tic iiei erosive íjüitirii charxteiisiic of  ihis sector, 
where the incident waves tend Lo transport the sediinents offshore. On !he other side, the average shape 
concave upwards of profiles 10-14, is a consequerice of the large arnount of sediments accumulated on 
the upper part of these profiles during summcr periods, while the planas forin of the average profile 
on the central sector corresponds perfectly with an area of no change in the long terrn scale. 

4 - 4 - 
PROFlLE 1 PROFILE 2 

-2 

meters meters 

Figure 2.- Average profile (dashed h e )  and envelope (solid lines) for profiles 1, 2,  3, 4, 5 and 6 ,  
Note the concave downwards shape of the dashed line for profiles 1 to 5. 
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Figure 3 . -  Average profile (dashed h e )  and envelope (solid lines) for profiles 7 ,  8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13 and 14. Note the concave upward form of the dashed line on profiles 10 to 14. 
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Figure 4.- Profile shape and foreshore slope as a result of erosion/deposition. 

With regard to the profiles envelope, it represents the size and extent of the beach sweep zone during 
the period of observation. It is clear from figure 2 that the active sweep zone on profiles 2, 3, 4 and 
5 is higher at the mid swash zone due to the on-shore migration of subaerial sand bars during low a 
energy periods. It is indicative that the sediment transport in the sector is very active, particulasIy on 

= m 

the cross-shore direction, since most of the sediment exchange occurs between the beach face and the O 

low-tide terrace, and on the bar as it migrates landward and seaward in response to falling and rising - 
0 m 

waves. E 

o 
The sweep zone at profiles 6, 7 and 8 is relatively narrow due to the small amount of sediment n 

E exchange along this area, as well to the presence of the substrate on the lower part of the profiles. Tliis a 

substrate particularly on profiles 6 and 7 reduces significantly the active sweep zone. Note that the 
n 

average profile is extremely close to the lower part of the envelope, which means that the substrate n 

is only covered by sand in certain occasions. 
3 
O 

Profile 9 presents a completely different envelope, since the sweep zone is wider on the upper part of 
the profile. It is due to the sediment exchange that takes place between profiles 9 and 5 depending on 
waves direction during stormy periods (Alonso, 1993). Moreover, it has to be taken into account that 
around 95 % of the average profile length is below 2 m, which means that the profile is on the swash 
zone. 

Finally, the envelopes of profiles 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 (fig. 3) indicate that the sweep zone is wider 
on the lower part of the profíle, as it should be expected on an area where incident waves are not 
important, and the sediment transpon is funtion of edge waves (Alonso and Vilas, 1994). The 
variabiiity o i  tne profiies is reiated wit'n minor Deach rnorphoiogies iike cusps, ano with the naturai 
tendency to acumulate sediments that takes place along this sector. 
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VOLUMETRIC VARIATIONS 

The sediment exchange during the surveying period was computed as the change of the cross sectional 
area for each profile, instead of the change in shoreline position (Uda and Omata, 1990). The Beach 
Profile Analysis System method (Fleming and DeWall, 1982) was employed down to a seaward lirnit 
according to the shorter profile. It implies the waste of a soine information from the lower part o f  the 
profile. The volumc per unit longshore distance on the first survey was considered as thc initial 
situation, and relating the following cross sectional areas for each profile to that initial situation, any 
possitive changes are indicative of deposition, while negativc values show erosions. 

The evolution of the volume changes per unit shorelinc length for al1 the profiles during the surveying 
period is shown on figure S,  where it has been presented in a compact way both the spatiai and 
temporal evolution of the volume per unit longshore distance relative to the first survey. Since the 
space between points in the grid is not regular, a krigin method has been used to compute the different 
contours. 

It can be noted that the area between profiles 2 and 5 is characterized by a very important erosion, 
while the north end of the beach (profile 11 to 14) presents a significant accretion. Roth erosive and 
accretive areas becomes wider and more irnportant on magnitude with time, which reveals the existance 
of opposite trends on both ends of the beach. It agrees perfectly with that stated previously, since the 
sector where the average profile is concave-down is characterizzed by an erosive trend on  the long 
teim scale, while the area of concave-up average profiles is determined by a net accumulations of 
sediments. The central area of the beach (profiles 6 to 10) presents a null trend on the volume change, 
siiice iiiosi of che vahies ranges k t i i e e a  -15 ;O 15 iii3/iii. SU& sínall V O ~ U ~ W  chaliges are paitiliiiy düe 
to the rocky sustrate on the lower part of the profile, which reduces the active sweep zone along this 
sector. 

BEACH FACE SLOPE CHANGES 

The particular boundary conditions of the study site are the cause of the alongshoie wave energy 
gradient, since along the exposed sector waves impinge directly on tlie foreshore, while on  the 
sheltered sector waves arrive at the shoreline completely destroyed due to bottom friction, refraction 
and difraction. A s  a result of such differences the uprush limit changes markedly along the beach, s o  
that on  the exposed zone waves impinge on  the whole profile, while on the protected area waves only 
affect ihe iriiiei. pait of thc profile. Ap2i.i fioiii thai al~iigshoie chaiiges, ;he ~ p i ~ s h  h i t  nlso Ueijeiids 
on the wave climate at each survey time, particularly on the sector exposed to incident waves. For thal 
reason, the foreshore slope on each profile has been calculated between the low water leve1 and the 
upnish limit at each survey time. 

The variation of the foreshore slope with sediment grain size and wave conditions has been 
considerably studied (Bascom, 1951, 1954; King, 1972; Komar, 1976; Sunamura, 1984, 1989; Komar 
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Figure 5.- Temporal vs. spatial representation of Lhe volu~ne clianges for the whole beach relative to 
the sikiation on Lhe fist survey. Explanation on the text. 
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ar.d McDougal, 1994), and the general pattern is thzt the slope of tlie beach face increases with grain 
size and wave enrrgy. Las Canteras Beach rnay be considered a beach riot following the general mle, 
since, as i t  was mentioned above, the incident wave energy is much higheron the zoiie of ff atter slope 
(profiles 1-4), 2nd there are no significant variations on grain size along Las Canteras Bcach. The only 
reasoniible explanation of such apparent opposite beliaviour has to bc related with the erosions andlar 
accretio!is. 

Thc time evolutioii of the foreshore slo?e a!ongshore the beach is shown on figure 6, after using a 
krigin melIiocl lo compute [he different cnnrours. Once more, three different sector rnay be  idcritified 
a1or.g the beach: 

- Tlir exposecl area (profiles 1 :o 5) presents a very inild slopc of 4.54&0.64%. The  relatively 
high varizbility is a consequeiice of the subaerial sand bars formed on tliis sector dui-ing calcl 
periods, as a result of the impor~ant cross-shore sediment transport. 

- The central zonc (profiles 6-10) has :i ielatively constant foreshore slope of 6.37*0.56%. 

- And thr niost protected asea covered by profiles 11-14 pt'esents an average slope of 
7.22t 1.32%. That big variability is due to a very strong stacionality of the beach face slope 
along this sector, where the foreshore slope is around 10% during summer periods, whereas 
at winter time it drops at 5% o r  even less. 

Focussing on that variability a cross-correlation study was perforined. Only the group formed by 
profiles 11, 12, 13 and 14 presents relatively high correlation coefficientrs for the foreshore slope data, 
which points out that there is not any 2ependence between different profiles, except for  that of the 
protected area, where 0.73 < r < 0.86. Such correlation coefficients show that the strong stecionality 
along this sector takes place at the samc time and with similar magnitude on the different profiles 
(Alonso and Vilas, 1994). 

That seasonal pattern is closely related with the net accumulation of sediments on the protected area. 
To  illustratr the different processes that take place, figure 7 shows the average summer and winter 
profiles at station 14. 

Surnmer periods are characterized by the complete absence of incident waves, whereas edge waves are 
completeiy developecl. Both factors contribute to pul1 pan of the sand up to tlie upper foreshore, while 
some sand is removed toward the submerged beach. Tt:k resu!t is a significant increase of thc foreshore 
slope. At winter time indicent waves are more energetic on the exposed sector, where sediments are 
eroded. Par1 of these eroded sedirnents are depositea on the lower foreshore along the protected sector 
of the beach, where wave energy is smaller. At the same time. srdiments from the upper foreskore are 
pulled down to the lower foreshore due to the small incident wave energy. As a result of  these 
processes, beach face slope decreases during winter periods, but a net accumulation of sediments take 
place at a long term scale. 
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Figure 6.- Temporal vs. spatial changes for the foreshorc slope. Explanation on the text. 
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Figure 7 . -  -Average surniner and winter profiles at station 14 to illustrate the foreshore slope changes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are certain beaches throughout the world in which the boundary conditions are determinant of  
a very strong longshore gradient of the arriving wave energy, and as a resultant effect, the 
simultaneous presence of refleclive and dissipative conditions along different sectors of the beach. One 
of tnis beaches is Las Canteras Lieach, where the presence o í a n  offshore rocky bar determhes very 
important differences on the sediment dynamics along the beach. A data set consisting of five years 
of monthly profiling has been used to characterized such differences. 

Results derived from this work allow to conciude that there is a very important dependence between 
the average profile shape, the active sweep zone, the volumetric changes and the foreshore slope 
variability for the different profiles surveyed along Las Canteras Beach. Three sectors along the beach 
may be distinguished according with the different processes that take place, and the derived 
morphologies. 

It has been shown that along the exposed sector the average profile is concave-down, which points out 
an erosive trend on the long term scale and a very rnild foreshore slope. The sweep zone is wider at 
the mid foreshore due to the cross-shore nlovement of the siibaerial sand bars developed during low 
t;licrgy coí i~ i t io l i s ,  Silict: ihese 'jars are qüiie smaii ihe iongsiiore direciion, oriiy üiie oi. i-wo prüfiies 
use to be affected by a certain bar, but no the whole sector. That is the reason of the big variability 
observed in the volume changes and the foreshore slope, as well as the very low correlation for the 
foreshore slope data. 
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The central sector of the beach preseiits an uniform average slope and a relatively narrow envclope as 
3 W C I I I ~  ef rmal! rroir-sl~orei transport alnng !bis r;ec!o;, anb ~ I J ' .  !o e ~ i s t a n c ~  Q!' i! ~ ~ c ~ : ~  .. .w"M.. 

substrate oii the lowe: foresliore. Nevertheless~ the planar beach face agrees perfectly with thc no 
tendeney in thr long lerm shown by tlie volunie changes. The fcreshore slope stecper tiian ihat OS the 
exposed sector, and quite constanc o11 tinie. 

Finally, tlie psotected sector o r  [he hc¿ic!i is charncterized by averíige profiles conzave upwarrls 21s a 
result ot' ¿! nel acccniulation of sedinlents ori tlie long l c i n  scale. That accierion takes p!acc d u e  to t11e 
sediments eroded f r o n  [he exposcd sector duriiig high energy coriditions, and particularly during 
storniy cvcnts. That sediments are stored ori the lowcr profile until i h ~  wave clirnate changes arid edge 
wcves pul1 the sediments up to tlie upper foreshore cluring c a ! ~  pesiods. Since that m-shore  ti-ancpnrl 
is relared with wave cliniate, i t  rcsuits an a scasorial variation of rhe foresliore slope. which iricreases 
duririg low encrgy periods arid decreases at wintcr times. The swcep zone is wider at tlie lowei- 
foreslme due to rnirior iiiorphologies iike beach ciisps associateed witli reflective areas, as  wcll as to 
thc nc! ;iccumulation of' sedi:ncnts. 
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